Lease nissan quest

It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Did you get
a good deal? Be sure to come back and share! Edmunds Moderator. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in
or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums
by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. August in Nissan. Hi everyone. Please use the following
discussion to post any questions that you have about leasing a Nissan Quest. October Would
would be a good offer for a Quest S with the power package in Canada for a 48 month term. Any
thoughts? Hi fizzyhair. I do not personally keep tabs on what manufacturers' lease programs are
like in Canada, but if you are just a Canadian proudly flying who plans on leasing a Nissan
Quest in the United States I should be able to give you an idea of how much it should cost to
lease it. First, I am going to need some additional informaiton from you, including many miles
per year you need to be able to drive it as well as its full MSRP and an approximate selling price.
You can look up this model's MSRP information by visiting the following section of this site:
Edmunds. November Also, is there a typical best time of year to get a good deal from Nissan,
and what that might be like? Hello goody It is difficult to say what the best time of the year to
lease this van would be. Consumers are usually able to get bigger discounts on vehicles and
manufacturers provide larger incentives at the end of the model year, however this is not
necessarily the best time to lease. This is because vehicles' residual values gradually fall as the
model year progresses. The lower a vehicle's residual value is, the more expensive it is to lease.
If I had to generalize about when the best time to lease this van is, which is a difficult thing to
do, I'd probably say in the middle of the model year to around three quarters of the way through
it. June I just got a notice from Nissan to schedule an inspection since my 3-year Quest lease is
up in November. What are the pros and cons of having the inspection done now as opposed to
just before the end of the lease? It has never been in an accident. What things can I do in order
to avoid any charges other than washing it and vaccuming and steam-cleaning the carpet and
cloth seats? Thanks for your input. Sounds like you're on the right track - please keep us
posted how it goes - my lease is up in Mar '07 and I'm new to leasing to. I'm interested to see
what they look for. I suppose if you do it sooner rather than later, you have a little time to make
a decision about taking care of any items they may bring up. I'd also be curious to see what
they do regarding a buyout - if they make you an offer other than what the residual on your
lease is. Please let us know. I had a great experience with the Quest; nevertheless, I am
planning to lease either an Odyssey or MB R next just for a change of scenery. I'll keep you
posted. July Here's what I was offered for a Quest SE today credit score above Money factor is.
Hope this info helps someone else shopping! Are there any recent transactions out there?
Everything here is pretty stale. Any help would be greatly appreciated as this is my wife's first
car and I am hoping to teach her about being an informed buyer. Hi pmannymo. I can give you
an idea of what its current lease program is like, but in order for me to do so I need you to tell
me how long you want to lease for. For now I will assume that you are interested in a 39 month
lease, since that is this model's most attractive term. Nissan Motor Acceptance Corp. Let me
know if you have any other questions. December Trying to figure it all out as soon as possible.
Thanks SO much for all of your help wading through all of the information. You are an incredible
help and I sincerely appreciate it. Here's the quote I received for the last post With current
money factor and residual, is this a good deal? Has anyone done much better than this? Thanks
again! January You're very welcome, pmannymo. Here's the information that you're looking for.
Let me know if you need anything else. Hey pmannymo. I just notices that you posted this van's
price as well. February Can you tell me what the current money factor and residual value is on a
Nissan Quest 3. Can you give me the info based on a 36 month lease? I know they are making
money, but IYO, is that a decent deal? And what do they want at the time of signing? First
payment, taxes, security deposit, dealer fees? Watch because if you don't read the fine print a
lease really isn't as good as it initially appears. Here's something for everyone to look at who is
thinking about leasing. First: Take all of the front money the dealer wants. That can be cash or
trade equity. Equity being what your trade is worth over what you owe. Second: If your term is
39 months. Take all of your front money and divide that by 39 months. Third: Now take that
number that you arrived at by dividing your front money by 39 and ADD it to the monthly lease
payment. Now you know what the vehicle is actually costing you per month. Go one more step.
Find out what payments would be if you financed it for 60 months and I think you'll find that it's
pretty close to the lease payment. I hope you find this informative. If I can help further I'd be
happy to help you out, xmontecristox. This van's lease program varies by term and mileage
allowance. For now I will assume that you are interested in a 39 month lease with 15, miles per
year. Let me know if you want something different. NMAC's current buy rate lease money factor
and residual value for a 39 month lease of a Quest 3. Dealer invoice is a very good selling price
for a lease of an '07 Quest. March Sorry this is so long. My husband and I went to purchase a
Nissan Quest. Signed a leasing order for motor vehicle. The dealership didn't have what I

wanted in stock so they quoted me a vehicle that they ran a search on. The next morning after
signing the dealership called and said the vehicle they got was a demo and has miles on it. We
told them we are not interested, we signed a lease for a new vehicle not a demo. They said they
would start searching for another vehicle to make it right and call back in the afternoon they
didn't call back so we called. We had to keep calling to see what was going on, then they were
rude about it. So I called and followed up on internet quotes from some other dealerships and
they could offer an SE instead of SL same options for 6, dollars less. We told them we wanted
our money back and the manager told us that is financial dept is closed if he want our money
back we can come in "tomorrow" which is today between and for a refund to our credit card. He
called the dealerships that I had the least of the two amounts from and trying to obtain the
vehicle. He told me he got the vehicle from one of the dealers and i could pick it up "tomorrow"
He still wanted the price that we had negotiated previously on the other car. We told him we
could get that same vehicle for much less why couldn't he do the same then he gave us a bs
answer about service. We put down. Well he said he would talk to his GM to see if he could
match the price of the other vehicle and call back in "ten minutes" With it being the last day of
the month this would of been the last day to take advantage of the incentives from Nissan. After
an hour the other dealer that had one of the two vehicles called and told me that the dealership
called him and try to get the vehicle. He thought to either get it for me or try to keep me from
getting it from them. He advised to me that since there was no vin number he didn't have a leg
to stand on and to call the credit card companies explain the situation and put a stop on the
down payment. The other dealership started the transaction on good faith that we would come
in over the weekend since they where closing in half an hour. Then after pm They closed at the
dealership we signed the lease order form with called and said they would match the others
price. Of course after they already closed. My husband told him "forget it", No Deal because
they kept feeding us lie after lie, being rude to me why would we want to continue receiving
service from them and he called over 3 hours after our last conversion ended with I'll call you in
ten minutes. Then he told him you can't cancel we will keep your deposit. My husband said
"You have no deposit" He had called the creditors and put a stop as advised. Then he went on
to say he signed an agreement. On the flip side of the leasing order there are additional terms
and agreements. It was never discussed with us. I asked my husband if he signed it. He does
not remember signing any terms agreements. On our copy the part that reads I have read the
terms and conditions on the back thereof and agree to them as a part of this order. It is blank no
signature. My worry is what if he did sign their copy and doesn't remember? On their section for
Lessee's refusal to purchase reads, if I fail to accept delivery of said motor vehicle within five
days after I have been notified that it is ready for delivery, then I understand that nay deposit
which I have made with this order whether by cash or by another motor vehicle turned in for
trade shall be forfeited to you and be kept by you and at your option shall constitute liquidated
damages for my breach of this agreement. Can they sue us for the down payment? Do I still
have to pick up the van from them. What do I do Did you stop payment on the credit card? If you
don't take delivery, then you are in the clear No delivery, no money changes hands, no
contract.. They are trying to bully you into taking the car.. Just say no.. I'm not a lawyer and this
is not legal advice. Not a lawyer nor do I play one on TV In other words, there was no car. Just
walk away. April I am in desperate need of help. I also need a van Nissan that would be better
for my family. Can I roll the negative equity into a lease? How do I get out of this nightmare????
They can also give you an idea of the private sale price on a vehicle like yours. Your best bet
may be to sell your ML privately and somehow scrounge up the rest of the cash to pay off the
remainder of the loan then purchase a Quest used. Although I would lean toward a used grand
Caravan or MPV not because they are better vehicles but simply they will be cheaper to
purchase. Used for several thousand less. If my calculations are right, you have 40 payments
left. I currently have a dealer quote for a sign and drive deal no money down other than first mo.
However, the exterior color Black and interior color Chili that my wife wants are nowhere to be
found in our area NY tri-state. In fact, the fully loaded SE's with Navigation seem to be an
extreme rarity. I've checked dealer inventories in numerous cities Philly, Boston, DC and only
came up with two vehicles in the wrong colors. If the deal is a good one, how likely will it be that
the dealer a can find the vehicle and b if he has to order it from the factory will honor the quote?
Hi saab Banks place caps on the amount that they will finance on leased vehicles. I am not sure
what cap Nissan Motor Acceptance Corp. If you really want to lower your monthly payment, you
should be looking to get the least expensive vehicle possible. Do you really need to get a van?
Perhaps an inexpensive sedan, like a Honda Accord or a Toyota Camry would be adequate. If
you absolutely need a van, you may be able to get a better deal on a Dodge Grand Caravan.
Here's the information that you're looking for, barcap. Unless Nissan allows consumers to lock
in lease programs on ordered vehicles, you will not be able to use this program to calculate the

monthly payment on your ordered Quest, but instead will have to use the program that is
available when you physically take delivery of it. Hi Car Man, can you tell me what the money
factor and residual is on a 39 month lease of a Nissan Quest SL with 15k miles per year? Also
for 12k miles per year? I agreed to invoice price which I think is pretty good Thanks in advance
for the help. I sure can, ooomcooo. I'm looking for the lowest current lease plan for 36 months
at 12k miles a year. I welcome any suggestions. Thanks Conger Hi Conger On July 3rd, Nissan
published a new lease program. NMAC's latest buy rate lease money factor and residual value
for a 36 month lease of a Nissan Quest SL with 12, miles per year are. This is a great money
factor, but a terrible residual value. I keep thinking they are lying and laughing behind my back!
Find out those numbers then run your own calculations. If the numbers are close, then you
know that "they may be losing money on you" but it's possibly a good deal. If the numbers are
off, find out why. You will probably want to back out at that point and find a new dealer. My
understanding based on some info posted here a few months ago that minivan sales are down
across the board for all dealers and with the new model line coming out, almost all dealers will
lose money on minivan sales so This was the best place for me to understand how to negiotate
a lease. I have not finalized a deal yet because I keep finding dealers who are inflacting the
money factor or residual value or just not giving me those numbers when I ask. If a dealer can't
give you the numbers, alarms should be going off! Good luck. August Hi mich This isn't bad,
but it's not quite the "losing" deal that it was made out to be. If you are in an area that has a
decent level of competition, I personally would not be surprised if you were able to negotiate a
price of a few hundred dollars less over invoice. You can look up the exact invoice price of the
van that you want by visiting the following section of this site: Edmunds. Once you have arrived
at a price that you are happy with, make sure that the dealer that gives it to you calculates your
monthly payment using NMAC's current 39 month buy rate lease money factor of. So, I figured it
was the best i could do. I leased the car, but now i see that the money factor is. Is this terrible?
Did I truly get ripped off? I won't sleep until i know i wasn't. These are the figures: 1. Is this
typical? Should Nissan eat the final four payments as an incentive to lease a Nissan to me or it
is usual practice for us to eat that cost? Money factor was. Am I being totally ripped off??
Thanks - any advice is appreciated. September You're very welcome, mich Don't worry about
your deal. You did very well. The difference between a. Plus, if you had the security deposit
waived on your lease the base money factor would increase from. Enjoy your new ride. Hi Todd.
Manufacturers will usually not "eat" consumers remaining lease payments on other
manufacturers' vehicles. You really would be better off waiting until the scheduled end of your
current lease to get something new. It would be pretty wasteful to essentially pay for two
vehicles at the same time by rolling your remaining Lexus payments into your Quest lease. You
can look up the dealer invoice price of the Quest that you are interested in by visiting the New
Vehicle Pricing section of Edmunds. The money factor and residual value that you were quoted
are right in line with Nissan's current lease program for this model. Does anyone have the 48mo
12K information on the S model. Hi Make sure to check with the dealer that you are working with
to find out for certain. May Looking for best lease terms- which I am guessing are 36 or 39
months and 12k miles per year suits us fine. Also, if we go with a demo would the rates change?
Hi dodgehappy. Given the fact that you're looking at a Nissan, I guess that you aren't actually
that happy with your Dodge any more. The numbers for an otherwise identical lease of an '08
Quest SE are. The 39 month term will likely result in a slightly lower monthly payment than a 36
month lease would. This lease program is good on demo vehicles as well. The problem that I
personally have with demos though is that dealers never seem to be willing to provide enough
of a discount on them for me to personally justify purchasing what essentially is a low mileage
used vehicle over an identical brand new one. Everyone's different though and the couple
hundred dollar price difference may be enough for you. Are the current dealer incentives good
towards this lease? Thanks YH. Here you go, YH. The numbers for an otherwise identical 36
month lease are. Hello, Hope all are well. Also - I've seen a couple different invoices, if anyone
could help out - would really appreciate it! Thanks so much, Brian. Hello Brian. You should be
able to find the dealer invoice price for this vehicle over in the New Vehicle Pricing section of
Edmunds. I actually picked up the Quest and love it so far. Appreciate the info. No problem
Brian. Enjoy your new ride! I wondering about the money factor and residual on a 24 or 36
month Quest SL lease with 12, miles per year. Hoolie31, Nissan Motor Acceptance Corp. Let me
know, Thanks in advance. Hey ahashmi. Sign In or Register to comment. Edmunds makes it
easy to calculate lease rates for Nissan, and find great deals on leases near you. Nissan sedan
leases have a lot to offer lessees. Nissan coupes offer a sportier and more stylish experience
than other cars. You can lease Nissan coupes in your area. Check out lease deals on the Nissan
GT-R. And if you need more seating, you can lease Nissan SUVs with three rows of seating. The
Nissan Pathfinder offers seating for more than five people. Nissan trucks combine workhorse

towing and hauling with everyday practicality. Many shoppers turn to Nissan trucks as family
vehicles and not just for their utility. Lease offers on a Nissan Frontier are available near you.
For well-qualified lessees, signing a lease can be a great financing alternative. Your Nissan
dealer can tell you about in-house financing options that may be advantageous. And you may
not know it, but you can often get similar discounts on dealer stock when you purchase, so you
won't be leaving any savings on the table. Remember that a lease deal you see on another site
likely excludes taxes and fees, so make sure you do your math when evaluating other offers.
The total price can also change if you're a low-mileage driver, or expect to drive excess miles
over the typical 12, per year. Edmunds has detailed leasing information for leasing a Nissan in
your area. If you would like to learn more about how much car you can afford, check out the
Edmunds car lease calculator to help you crunch the numbers to fit within your budget. If you
are interested in learning more about car leasing formulas, read our guide on how to calculate a
car lease payment. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Home Nissan Lease Deals.
Read more. Note: Leasing costs can vary based on available inventory, seasonal specials,
manufacturer deals and other incentives. These amounts do not include any additional fees or
taxes. Learn more about Nissan lease deals. Yes, you can negotiate a leasing deal on a new
Nissan. It just takes some legwork. Call, text or email the leasing department of local
dealerships and ask for prices on the inventory you're interested in. Be sure to ask about the
initial payment or first payment amount and any incentives, finance deals or specials. Also, be
sure to inquire about taxes and dealer fees, if any. Your goal is to gather a handful of lease price
quotes and get a feel for how the dealerships will treat you. From this point, you can either take
the best deal or call other dealers and see if they can beat that price. If no one budges, you are
at rock bottom. Also, make sure to ask for a price breakdown of the deal. A breakdown should
include sales tax and finance charges and reveal any hidden fees. Doing so allows you to
accurately compare a variety of leasing quotes. As with many carmakers, extra mileage charges
can vary from brand to brand and car to car. In some cases, the over-mileage charge can vary
even on the same car within a brand, depending on the trim level. These extra mileage charges
are often determined by the manufacturer's suggested retail price MSRP of the auto: the higher
the MSRP, the higher the charge. The average charge is usually around 25 cents per mile. The
best way to check the exact charge for the car you're considering is to visit the carmaker's
website and read the fine print. If you signed a lease and forgot to check your over-mileage
charge, take a look at your contract. It will be listed there. Some lenders allow you to transfer a
lease and others won't. Even among brands that do permit transfers, there is no clearly defined
set of rules that can easily answer this question. For example, some lenders will only allow
transfers within the same state, within certain time frames, or under certain circumstances. If a
bank does allow options for transfers, expect to pay a transfer fee. One thing that seems to be
consistent across brands is that the person hoping to assume the lease will need to qualify
under the lessor's bank's credit guidelines. The best way to know if you can potentially transfer
a lease is to call the lender and ask. The dealership you're purchasing from may not know.
Buying out a Nissan lease could be a good move for some people, especially if the automobile
has a reasonable buyout residual price. A few questions to ask yourself:. Do I see myself
driving this car for the next five years? If not, a lease buyout probably isn't right for you. Is the
car priced well for the market? This is an easy question to answer. Look up other automobiles
like yours on the used-car market, and compare those prices to your residual amount. If the
residual is significantly lower than similar pre-owned inventory for sale, you may have a good
deal on your hands. Will this automobile have a reasonable cost of ownership if I do buy it?
Most leases end around the same time as the factory warranty. So if you're considering a
buyout, it would be a good idea to take into account the long-term repair cost history of a brand
before making a final decision. While many shoppers base the buyout decision solely on the
selling price, a smarter move is to factor in expected long-term costs. Remember, you'll be
responsible for covering the costs of maintenance, parts and repairs if something goes wrong.
Edmunds has a tool that will help you anticipate the costs of maintaining a leased car that you
buy out. TCO will give you a five-year breakdown of what you can expect the auto to cost you in
terms of parts and repairs, upkeep, fuel and depreciation. There are 32, matching car leasing
deals for Nissan models near you. Note: Leasing costs can vary based on available inventory,
seasonal specials, deals, and other incentives. A key component of a good lease is a vehicle's
long-term or residual value. The higher the projected residual value, the lower the car's lease
payment usually will be. While Nissan model's residuals aren't low, they aren't especially high
either. So leasing may still be a good idea, but the monthly payments may not be dramatically
lower than what you'd pay if you were buying the car. Before you lease a Nissan, be sure to
compare the lease payment to the purchase payment. If the monthly payment savings aren't
significant, buying may make more sense. New More info. Dealer Notes. This Nissan Pathfinder

S will sell fast! This Pathfinder has many valuable options! Backup Camera. Great family
vehicle, with t
oil filter 2013 chevy cruze
2008 mercedes benz ml
2000 chevy silverado thermostat
hird Row Seating! Bluetooth Connectivity. Satellite radio. Audio Input. Call Gettel Nissan at to
confirm availability and schedule a no-obligation test drive! Nissan Leaf pricing is displayed for
a lease purchase only. See dealer for details. A copy of the advertisement must be presented at
time of purchase to receive any special or advertised price. Prior sales are excluded. We
attempt to update this inventory regularly; however, there can be a lag time between sale of a
vehicle and updating of inventory. This Nissan Versa has a dependable 1. Just minutes away!
Recent Arrival! We can't afford to be just another Nissan dealer. That's why, as the largest auto
group in North America with 29 showrooms and over 25 years experience, we know we've got to
do more to earn your trust and win your business. Our devotion to making customers happy
has helped HGreg win the Consumer Choice Award 14 years in a row. And it's why we now
invite you to discover the HGreg difference for yourself. Sign Up.

